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Introduction & Practice Change: In 2012, the Northern Health and Social Care Trust (NHSCT) implemented consultant pharmacist led trust outreach medicines optimisation clinics for care home patients. This model required the consultant pharmacist to conduct clinics either alone or in collaboration with a consultant geriatrician with recommendations being communicated to General Practitioners (GPs) via a letter. This service resulted in a 14% reduction in Emergency Department (ED) admissions together with improved appropriateness of prescribing and drug cost savings1. Results (2012-2014) indicated the pharmacist working alone produced similar outcomes as to when working together with the geriatrician; the decision was therefore made for pharmacists to conduct clinics alone and to refer complex patients to a medical specialist only when deemed necessary.

Aim: The aim of this work is to refine the medicines optimisation care home model and reproduce it in another trust, thereby informing the potential to roll out this new pharmacy service throughout care homes in Northern Ireland.

Target Population: Patients aged ≥65 years residing in residential and nursing homes (care homes).

Timeline: In August 2015 two older people specialist independent prescribing pharmacists were recruited into the NHSCT service under the mentorship of the consultant pharmacist. The Western Health and Social Care Trust (WHSCT) recruited two similar full time pharmacists who have delivered the same consultant pharmacist led model to care homes since September 2015. Data collection for patients seen over a 12-month period and followed up for 90 days is ongoing with full results to be reported early 2017.

Highlights: Interim results (February 2016) revealed improved appropriateness of prescribing [measured via the medication appropriateness index (MAI)2] with associated annual drug cost savings estimated at £273k to £382k across the two trusts representing an ‘invest to save’ return of £1.51 - £2.12 per £1 invested in drug cost savings alone. Post clinic healthcare
resource usage is being measured and an economic model is being developed to quantify the impact of the pharmacy service on these; interim analysis suggests reduced attendance at hospital ED and decreased GP callouts.

**Sustainability/Transferability**: Preliminary evaluation of the service suggests it is both reproducible and sustainable.

**Discussion/Lessons Learnt**: The WHSCT pharmacists tested different GP communication models where interventions may be actioned via letter, teleconference or direct access into GP systems. The method of communicating recommended clinical interventions between the trust pharmacist and GP can vary depending upon the size and location of the care home and the wishes of the GP responsible for patient care.

**Conclusion**: Consultant pharmacist led medicines optimisation trust outreach services for care homes are reproducible with positive clinical and economic outcomes achievable when transferring the service into another geographical area.
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